What makes the Easy Chuck the lowest cost chuck you can buy?
When you go looking for a woodturning chuck, it is almost impossible to pick one
out of the crowd because until now, all chucks had about the same out-of-date
features as each other. You look and look for the differences in them and you
never find any features that mean much. They are all basically the same thing and
the only difference is what part of the world they are made in.
To get a decent chuck in the same size (4”) of the Easy Chuck you are going to
spend about $300. When you realize what you are getting for only $100 more,
you will understand that the Easy Chuck is in fact the lowest cost chuck ever.
I didn’t start this company to do things like everyone else. I started Easy Wood
Tools to offer the world a whole new choice for woodturning products by
developing a level of innovation that no other company could even conceive – let
alone bring to market at a fair price.
The Easy Chuck is only about $100 more than other well-made chucks. So, the
only real question to think through is: “what do I get for the extra $100?”
Well, the answer is “a bunch”!! There is value for you no matter how long you
have been turning or how serious you take the hobby.
New Woodturners – Lower your overall investment by not having to buy multiple
chucks.
If you are just getting started using a chuck, you may not even yet realize the
hassle that changing out jaws will be for you. Removing screws during or between
your project(s) is a real pain and takes over 10 minutes to do. Stripped and lost
screws are common. In most cases, you have to match up top jaw #’s with master
jaw #’s. This is a hassle that would last the rest of your life. What you are going to
find is that you will avoid projects that require you to change out jaws and keep
doing the sample projects because you would rather be turning something than
messing with your chuck. Even worse, you will use whatever jaws you have on the
chuck for whatever you next project is – even if it is unsafe!!

After you get good and tired of this, you will look at buying an additional chuck so
you can leave your most common two sets of jaws on your two chucks. So then
you can do 2 types of projects without changing jaws. This is not very much gain
for spending another $300!! If you had the Easy Chuck with SLT you just have to
buy new Easy Jaws ($59.99-$89.99) and snap a new set in. This is an economical
and safer choice.
Save money by making the Easy Chuck your first, and only, chuck!
Novice Woodturners – You just want to focus on the project!
On the way home from work you dream about turning other new projects, but
you have other things going on in your life. You want every minute in the shop to
go towards making shavings not messing with jaw changing. So, you go right to
turning another bowl just like the last one. Like most people, you have likely
found that jaw changing really eats into your turning time which causes you do
the same type of projects over and over to keep from having to change out jaws.
You are not alone! But, with the Easy Chuck you can easily quick change your jaws
to accommodate the project you are turning.
Instead of spending the $900 on just chucks to prevent jaw changing, you could
have spent the extra $400 on wood, turning tools, and extra jaw sets.
Make more projects, have more fun!
Pro Woodturners – You will make more money with your Easy Chuck.
You eat, drink, and sleep woodturning. Every waking minute, you are either
turning or teaching someone to turn. Whether you are in your shop or in front of
a class, the last thing you want is to spend time messing with a bunch of fussy
little jaw screws or trying to find the #1 jaw to put it on the #1 slot.
This means at all times you have to have 3 or 4 chucks on hand. That’s a lot to
keep up with – especially when you travel!
You will be making your art instead of spending your time swapping jaws. Even if
you already have other chucks set up with certain jaws on them, it’s still faster to
change out just the Easy Jaws than screwing one chuck off and another back on.

Just one Easy Chuck and multiple jaw sets!
Other exclusive features that add value to the Easy Chuck:
American Made Quality - Easy Chucks are made in Lexington Kentucky to the
highest standards. Easy Wood Tools means high quality control of the
manufacturing process and it assures customers the best possible return on their
investment.
Hub Set Screws Provided for Locking Chuck to Lathe Spindle for Sanding in
Reverse - Most major brand chucks do not have the hub set screws needed to
secure the chuck to the lathe spindle in the safest way. The Easy Chuck has two
¼” set screws to snug up against the spindle. Use the supplied Jaw Key that is also
a 1/8” ball end hex wrench. This means the chuck never screws off the lathe
when running in reverse for sanding. NEVER cut in reverse – only when sanding.
Top Jaws are Not Numbered, It Makes no Difference Which Top Jaw Goes
Where - This is a big deal and it means no more trying to find the numbers on the
top jaws and the numbers in the chuck slot and matching them up. This feature
alone saves you a bunch of hassle and confusion.
Final Pass - Yes, the initial price is more, but so what, the value is
incomparable folks. The Easy Chuck has exclusive features that were never even
available before, so it is unreasonable to compare it to the 30 year old technology
of other chucks. We want you to dream about Easy Woodturning on the way
home – not jaw changing.
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